Voluntary safety pledges overcome over-regulation dilemma in AI development:
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Abstract

With the introduction of Artificial Intelligence (AI) and related technologies in our daily lives, fear and anxiety about
their misuse, as well as the hidden biases in their creation,
have led to a demand for regulation to address such issues. Yet, blindly regulating an innovation process that is
not well understood may stifle this process and reduce benefits that society might gain from the generated technology,
even under the best of intentions. Starting from a baseline
game-theoretical model that captures the complex ecology
of choices associated with a race for domain supremacy using AI technology, we show that socially unwanted outcomes
may be produced when sanctioning is applied unconditionally to risk-taking, i.e., potentially unsafe behaviours. As an
alternative to resolve the detrimental effect of over-regulation,
we propose a voluntary commitment approach, wherein technologists have the freedom of choice between independently
pursuing their course of actions or else establishing binding
agreements to act safely, with sanctioning of those that do not
abide to what they have pledged. Overall, our work reveals
for the first time how voluntary commitments, with sanctions
either by peers or by an institution, leads to socially beneficial
outcomes in all scenarios that can be envisaged in the shortterm race towards domain supremacy through AI technology.

Introduction
Rapid technological advancements in Artificial Intelligence
(AI), together with the growing deployment of AI in new
application domains such as robotics, face recognition, selfdriving cars, genetics, are generating an anxiety which
makes companies, nations and regions think they should respond competitively (Armstrong et al., 2016; Baum, 2017;
Bostrom, 2017; Cave and ÓhÉigeartaigh, 2018; Lee, 2018).
AI appears for instance to have instigated a race among
chip builders, simply because of the requirements it imposes
on the technology. Governments are furthermore stimulating economic investments in AI research and development
as they fear of missing out, resulting in a racing narrative
that increases further the anxiety among stake-holders (AIRoadmap-Institute, 2017; Cave and ÓhÉigeartaigh, 2018;
Apps, 2019).
Races for supremacy in a domain through AI may however have detrimental consequences since participants to the

race may well ignore ethical and safety checks in order to
speed up the development and reach the market first. AI researchers and governance bodies, such as the EU, are urging
to consider together both the normative and the social impact of major technological advancements concerned (Declaration, 2018; Jobin et al., 2019; European Commission,
2020; Future of Life Institute, 2019). However, given the
breadth and depth of AI and its advances, it is not an easy
task to assess when and which AI technology in a concrete
domain needs to be regulated. This issue was, among others,
highlighted in the recent EU White Paper on AI (European
Commission, 2020) an the UK National AI strategy.
Several proposals for mechanisms on how to avoid, mediate, or regulate the development and deployment of AI,
have been made (Baum, 2017; Cave and ÓhÉigeartaigh,
2018; Geist, 2016; Shulman and Armstrong, 2009; Han
et al., 2019; Vinuesa et al., 2020; Nemitz, 2018; Taddeo and
Floridi, 2018; Askell et al., 2019; O’Keefe et al., 2020; Cimpeanu et al., 2022). Essentially, regulatory measures such as
restrictions and incentives are proposed to limit harmful and
risky practices in order to promote beneficial designs (Baum,
2017). Examples include financially supporting the research
into beneficial AI (McGinnis, 2010) and making AI companies pay fines when found liable for the consequences of
harmful AI (Gurney, 2013).
Although such regulatory measures may provide solutions for particular scenarios, one needs to ensure that they
do not overshoot their targets, leading to a stifling of novel
innovations, hindering investments into the development
into novel directions as they may be perceived to be too
risky (Hadfield, 2017; Lee, 2018). Worries have been expressed by different organisations and academic societies
that too strict policies may unnecessarily affect the benefits and societal advances that novel AI technologies may
have to offer (EDRI, 2021). Regulations affect moreover
big and small tech companies differently: A highly regulated domain makes it more difficult for small new start-ups,
introducing an inequality and dominance of the market by
a few big players (Lee, 2018). It has been emphasised that
neither over-regulation nor a laissez-faire approach suffices
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Figure 1: Frequency of unsafe behaviour as a function of development speed (s) and the disaster risk (pr ). Panel A, in
absence of incentives (Han et al., 2020), the parameter space can be split into three regions. In regions (I) and (III), safe
and unsafe/innovation, respectively, are the preferred collective outcome also selected by natural selection, thus no regulation
being required. Region (II) requires regulation as safe behaviour is preferred but not the one selected. Panel B, when unsafe
behaviour is sanctioned unconditionally (Han et al., 2021), while unsafe behaviour is reduced in region II, over-regulation
occurs in region III, reducing beneficial innovation. Panel C, unsafe behaviour is sanctioned only in presence of a voluntary
commitment (Han et al., 2022), unsafe behaviour is significantly reduced in region II while avoiding over-regulation.
when aiming to regulate AI technologies (Dawson et al.,
2019). In order to find a balanced answer, one clearly needs
to have first an understanding of how a competitive development dynamic actually could work and how governance
choices impact this dynamic, a task well-suited for dynamic
systems or agent-based models.
Here, we highlight main results from our recent work
(Han et al., 2022) examining this problem theoretically, using methods from Evolutionary Game Theory (Sigmund,
2010), see Figure 1. It resorts to a baseline model describing
a development competition where technologists can choose
a safe (SAFE) vs risk-taking (UNSAFE) course of development (Han et al., 2020). Namely, it considers that to reach
domain supremacy through AI in a certain domain, a number
of development steps or technological advancement rounds
are required (Han et al., 2020). In each round the technologists (or players) need to choose between one of two strategic options: to follow safety precautions (the SAFE action)
or ignore safety precautions (the UNSAFE action). Because
it takes more time and more effort to comply with precautionary requirements, playing SAFE is not just costlier, but
implies slower development speed too, compared to playing UNSAFE. Moreover, there is a probability that a disaster occurs if UNSAFE developments take place during this
competition (see (Han et al., 2020) for a full description).
We first demonstrate that unconditional sanctioning will
negatively influence social welfare in certain conditions of a
short-term race towards domain supremacy through AI technology (Han et al., 2021), leading to over-regulation of beneficial innovation (see Figure 1B). Since data to estimate the

risk of a technology is usually limited (especially at an early
stage of its development or deployment), simple sanctioning
of unsafe behaviour (or reward of safe behaviour) could not
fully address the issue.
To solve this critical over-regulation dilemma in AI development, we propose an alternative approach (Han et al.,
2022), which is to allow technologists or race participants
to voluntarily commit themselves to safe innovation procedures, signaling to others their intentions (Han et al., 2015;
Nesse, 2001; Han, 2022). Specifically, this bottom-up, binding agreement (or commitment) is established for those who
want to take a safe choice, with sanctioning applied to violators of such an agreement. It is shown that, by allowing race
participants to freely pledge their intentions and enter (or
not) in bilateral commitments to act safely and avoid risks,
accepting thus to be sanctioned in case of misbehavior, high
levels of the most beneficial behaviour, for the whole, are
achieved in all regions of the parameter space, see Figure
1C. These results are directly relevant for the design of selforganized AI governance mechanisms and regulatory policies that aim to ensure an ethical and responsible AI technology development process.
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